
REAL-TIME BENCHMARKING

Immediately get alerted on any changes in your 
brands social rank with a real-time view into 
share of voice and brand passion measurements.

DEFEND & EXTEND MARKET SHARE

Correlate KPIs to operational metrics to make  
informed business decisions that change  
processes or marketing strategy to gain  
market share.

EXPAND YOUR REACH

Identify and engage competitive audiences 
based on their want to switch or where they are 
in the purchase funnel.

BOOST CUSTOMER LOYALTY

Segment audiences based on their interaction 
with your brand and understand their wants, loves, 
and needs outside of your brand to create person-
alized experiences and boost brand loyalty.

DRIVE INNOVATION

Drive product innovation by understanding 
the features that matter most to customers 
and how your product or service stacks up in 
relation to the competition.

80% OF CMOS LIST COMPETITIVE BENCHMARKING AS 
AN IMPORTANT RESOURCE FOR STRATEGY DECISIONS.1

Companies face fierce competition from established competitors  
and emerging challengers looking to steal market share. Knowing  
how customers feel about the competitive landscape helps business 
leaders position their brands for success and invest in promising new  
capabilities in hopes that customers choose their product or service 
over a competitive offering the next time they are making a purchase. 

COMPETITIVE MONITORING BEST PRACTICES

Consider a Range of Competitors: Consider a wide range of  
competitors including established competitors, new entrants, and  
potential challengers within your category that may enter the market.

Compare Apples to Apples: Maintain competitive topic definitions  
similar to brand topics to accurately benchmark share of voice, Net  
Sentiment, and Brand Passion KPIs.

Segment Conversations for Deeper Insights: Use theme analysis to 
identify differences in volume and sentiment across sub-segments of  
the conversations – by competitor, operational segment, product  
feature, etc.

Perform Ongoing Analysis: Extend ad-hoc competitive benchmarking 
as an ongoing analysis to identify trends and deviations to benchmark-
ing metrics.

Act upon Competitive Insights: Correlate KPIs to operational metrics 
(revenue, NPS, Survey data, etc.) and decide to improve processes, 
change spend, change resources, or develop new ideas to grow  
market share.
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ABOUT NETBASE

NetBase is the award-winning social analytics platform that global companies use to run  brands, build businesses,  
and connect with consumers every second. Its platform processes millions of social media posts daily for actionable  
business insights for marketing,  research, customer service, sales, PR, and product innovation.

RELATED NETBASE CASE STUDIES

UMG Nashville – Learn how UMG Nashville used NetBase to help Luke Bryan, Entertainer of the Year, increase record 
sales by 20%.

Credit Suisse – Learn how Credit Suisse used NetBase to predict future brand performance and advise clients on what 
brands would over and underperform.

Rock Orange – Learn how Rock Orange used NetBase to drive a successful back-to-school campaign for a growing e-tailer 
and increase share of voice by 29%.
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COMPETITIVE MONITORING WORKFLOW

Refine your marketing strategy and approach by understanding how customer perception of your brand and products 
change over time compared to the competition.

DISCOVER Discover the overall feeling  
compared to your competition.

■ Share of Voice
■ Net Sentiment & Brand Passion
■ Emotions/Behaviors
■ Demographics

SEGMENTMEASURE Segment conversations for deeper 
analysis and discovering customer 
insights by: 

■ Product Attributes
■ Operational Categories
■ Audience Segments
■ Customer Behaviors

Correlate and tie KPIs to opera-
tional metrics to make changes 
to processes, spend, or content 
outside of the social space.

■ Market Share
■ Revenue
■ Net Promoter Score
■ Survey Data

TRACK
Track and analyze conversations 
beyond a single point of  
time to identify trends in  
customer behavior.


